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ABSTRACT

The Agricultural Act of 2014 (2014 Farm Bill) significantly changed the Title I commodity programs, and shallow loss insurance programs were added to the federal crop insurance program (Title XI). Stacked Income Protection Plan and Supplemental Coverage Option were new insurance programs enacted in the 2014 Farm Bill. Participation in these programs is influenced by premium subsidies and the type of coverage provided. Relationships between insurance agents and producers also have the potential to influence program participation. These changes could impact the producer’s insurance choice decision. The overall objective of this research is to understand the impact of the new insurance options on Texas cotton producers’ risk management decisions and participation and understand the change in coverage level of primary crop insurance due to availability of other protection. A mail survey was conducted among cotton producers in Texas to collect insurance choices data for 2014 and anticipated choices for 2015. Responses from 42% of Texas counties were received. In 2015, the USDA Risk Management Agency reported 155 counties in Texas produced cotton. Regression analysis conducted on anticipated change in coverage level of crop insurance indicated Common Crop Insurance Policy coverage level choice for larger farm size and higher non-farm income had an increase in coverage level effect; whereas enterprise unit, revenue protection, price, yield, and insurance agents had a decrease in coverage level effect. Results suggest that greater insurance agent involvement in program design and implementation of an insurance program could contribute to program success.
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This study’s broad objective is to understand the underlying impact of new crop insurance policy options for cotton on producers’ risk-management decisions, especially for irrigated cotton. This study specifically examines the difference in Common Crop Insurance Policy (CCIP) coverage level (change from the previous year) to understand the impact of the coverage options on producer insurance choices and factors leading to the insurance decision for the 2015 crop. The present study uses a 2014 survey of producers regarding planned insurance purchases in 2015 to capture intervening factors not incorporated in typical simulation studies of pure expected utility. Key prior studies have used simulation approaches to examine the potential costs/benefits of insurance choices (Bulut and Collins, 2013; Dismukes et al., 2013; Luitel et al., 2015), but none have directly addressed producer choices by observation of planned or actual decisions. Most previous studies suggested that high participation in the insurance program was expected due to higher subsidies. Klein and Krohm (2006) suggested that government reliance on private insurers can give rise to the principal-agent problem due to changes in incentive structures, which suggests an informational problem not captured in simulated projections of participation.

**Difference Between SL Insurances and Literature Review.** SCO is a continuous SL and standard insurance product. That is, SCO is an added option on the underlying CCIP purchased by the producer. The SCO provides area-triggered loss coverage with liability based on the individual actual production history (APH) yield for the insured unit. The covered range is from 86% of the area expected yield or revenue down to the purchased level of the CCIP (14% deductible). The premium subsidy on the SCO is 65%.

In contrast, STAX can be purchased as a stand-alone policy or can be combined with an underlying policy. Unlike SCO, STAX liability is based on the county average yield, not the insured unit level APH. The coverage range on STAX is from 70 to 90% (10-30% deductible) with an 80% premium subsidy. However, STAX coverage cannot overlap with CCIP. For example, if the CCIP coverage level is 80% then the available range of STAX coverage is 80 to 90%.

Having SL insurance provides more loss protection against downside risk for a producer, but the choice of coverage level cannot overlap CCIP coverage level. Considering subsidy rates and benefit structures for basic/optimal and enterprise unit policies, the combination of CCIP and SL insurance products could give producers an incentive to change CCIP coverage level and purchase new SL products or just add SL coverage without changing CCIP coverage level. The choice is driven by maximizing expected benefits across both products at the lowest cost.

Even though the new, highly subsidized SL options seem attractive in theory, participation has been low. Producers make most of their insurance decisions in consultation with their insurance agents. Insurance agent knowledge about new policies and incentives for the insurance agent can influence participation in the new policies indirectly through the advice provided to producers. Insurance agents have an incentive to sell more policies, but if the producer does not perceive a benefit or those benefits are not properly explained, they might not participate. The complexity of the SL products (in conjunction with ordinary CCIP) and the relative speed at which they were introduced late in the planning cycle could have contributed to relatively low initial participation for cotton. Because SL insurance policies’ benefits are triggered based on county yield, it could have been difficult for producers to assess benefits provided by these policies. The Group Risk Insurance Protection (GRIP) program, which also operates on an area concept, had been widely rejected in many cotton production areas. Between 2015 and 2017 participation in these SL programs decreased from 11 to 10% among the cotton producers in Texas (USDA-RMA, 2014). This could indicate the number of producers who were assessing the net benefit from the SL policies was lower than expected and agents were not pursuing sales of these policies.
Average Crop Revenue Election (ACRE) was a new commodity program in the Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008 (2008 Farm Bill). Producers could choose to participate in ACRE, or they could continue to enroll in traditional commodity programs as a one-time decision for the life of Farm Bill 2008. ACRE was designed to provide revenue support as an alternative to the price support that producers were used to receiving from commodity programs. This represented a significant change in the commodity program and was thought to be complex for producers to understand (Edwards, 2010; Lubben and Novak, 2010; Taylor 2010; Woolverton and Young, 2009). Factors such as producer risk preferences, learning and negotiation costs, decision irreversibility, and the option to enroll in later years were suggested as the reasons for lower than the expected enrollment of producers in the ACRE program (Mitchell et al., 2012; Woolverton and Young 2009). Thus, complexity and the ability to purchase SL products later could be reasons for lower than expected adoption.

**DATA AND METHODS**

A mail survey (see Appendix) was conducted among cotton producers in Texas to collect data on 2014 insurance choices and anticipated choices for 2015. The questionnaire was mailed in February 2015 at the time when producers were making insurance purchase decisions, which allowed for a better estimate of the producer’s behavior (insurance decision sales closing date for cotton in Texas is 15 March). In 2015, USDA Risk Management Agency (USDA-RMA) reported 155 counties in Texas produced cotton. Responses from 42% of these counties were received.

A sample of 4,000 cotton producers was randomly selected from the subscribers to *Cotton Growers Magazine*. Therefore, traditional measures of response rate are not particularity useful on assessing survey success. (Note: because an unknown percentage of these subscribers were not cotton producers, we oversampled the list to ensure a viable number of responses.) The survey package contained a recruitment letter, information sheet, questionnaire, and a postage-paid return envelope. The estimated time to complete the survey was no longer than 20 minutes, and the survey was conducted preserving the privacy and voluntary participation of the producers. After two weeks, a reminder notice was sent to increase the response. Questions included in the survey were about the cotton producer’s insurance decisions made in 2014 and anticipated choices for 2015. Some questions were about general information regarding farm financial structure and farm characteristics.

Because the 2014 Farm Bill allowed separation of coverage by practice, one logical question is whether producers would increase or decrease coverage levels for different practices in 2015 versus their common coverage level decision in 2014. Non-irrigated and irrigated cotton can be treated as different farm products having different risk characteristics as they have different yields, yield risk, and costs of production. The coverage level choice can be different for these two products. This analysis focused on irrigated cotton production. Respondents were classified as “irrigated” if they responded that they would be purchasing insurance on any acres classified as irrigated during 2015. These farms may or may not also be insuring non-irrigated cotton (most were).

The analysis of differences in coverage level was conducted using ordinary least square (OLS) regression methods (Equation 1), which provided the best overall fit (Cooper, 2010; Fahad et al., 2018; Kristjanson, 1987). To evaluate the overall fittings of the model, heteroscedasticity, multicollinearity, and endogeneity tests were conducted. White test (special option in SAS Proc Reg) result was not significant, and plot of residuals versus predicted indicated no heteroscedasticity in the model. The multicollinearity test was conducted using the vif (variance inflation factor) option in SAS and its value for all the variables was less than 10. An endogeneity test was conducted regressing model residual on all independent variables. All the variables were not significant, suggesting the model does not have endogeneity issues. The difference in coverage level of 2014 and 2015 (2015 coverage level minus 2014 coverage level) was the dependent variable (a positive value indicated an increase in the coverage level in 2015 versus 2014). Independent variables were the percentage of irrigated acres on the farm (% Irrigated Acres), choice of insurance type in 2014 (\(D_{rg2014}\)), choice of enterprise unit (\(D_{Enterprise}\)) (an enterprise unit consists of all insurable acreage of the same insured crop in the county in which the insured has a share on the date coverage begins for the crop year), expected price (\(E_{Price}\)), expected yield (\(E_{Yield}\)), SL insurance
purchase decisions \( (D_{SL}) \), source of information for insurance decisions \( (D_{Agent}) \), and percentage of income from non-farm source \( (%Non - Farm) \). (Note: N for the regression analysis is 99, due to missing observation.)

Equation 1. ∆ coverage level \((2015 - 2014) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 * \% Irrigated Acres + \beta_2 * DRP2014 + \beta_3 * D_{Enterprise} + \beta_4 * E_{Price} + \beta_5 * E_{Yield} + \beta_6 * D_{SL} + \beta_7 * D_{Agent} + \beta_8 * %Non - Farm income + \epsilon \)

where the % Irrigated Acres was calculated from irrigated cotton acres divided by total cropland acres. For \( DRP2014 \), most of the producers purchased revenue insurance (73%). Therefore, choice of insurance in 2014 was defined as a dummy variable, where \( DRP2014 = 1 \) if the producer chooses revenue protection insurance in 2014, else 0. \( D_{Enterprise} = 1 \) if the producer intended to choose enterprise unit insurance in 2015, else \( D_{Enterprise} = 0 \). Expected price \( (E_{Price}) \) and expected yield \( (E_{Yield}) \) were based on a subjective elicitation using a three-point estimation method (Davidson and Cooper, 1976). We calculated the expected price assuming a log-normal distribution, using the price expectations information provided by the producer. Similarly, we calculated expected irrigated farm yield assuming a beta distribution, using the yield expectations information provided by producers. The producer choice for any SL insurance (SCO or STAX) was defined as a dummy variable, where \( D_{SL} = 1 \) if the producer anticipated purchasing STAX or SCO in 2015. The sign on this estimated coefficient is of special interest because it showed the potential impact of SL on coverage level choice. Given the higher subsidy rate on SL products (especially STAX), could lead producers to trade-off SL coverage for CCIP coverage.

Producers receive information about insurance policies from the Farm Service Agency, crop insurance agents, extension offices, online sources, private contacts, and others. The source of information has a potentially large influence on the decision-making process. Most producers indicated that their primary source of information regarding crop insurance was their insurance agent (88%). This implied that producers are mostly influenced by their insurance agent in their crop insurance decision. If the agents do not have confidence in a new policy, producers are less likely to purchase the new policy. Therefore, the choice of their primary source of crop insurance information was defined as a dummy variable, where \( D_{Agent} = 1 \) if the primary source of crop insurance information was the insurance agent. This variable helped identify the influence of an insurance agent in a producer’s crop insurance decision. Further, producers were asked to state the percentage of their household income from non-farm sources \( (%MF) \) in the questionnaire. The literature on non-farm income suggested non-farm income can complement or substitute for risk-management products (Isengildina and Hudson, 2001; Rejesus et al. 2009). Non-farm income has risk-reducing characteristics; however, the influence on the choice of coverage level might not have significant impact compared to participating in the insurance program itself.

RESULTS

The USDA-RMA reported insurance information for cotton for 155 of 254 Texas counties. We received usable responses from producers in 33 counties with irrigated cotton acres, a 21% irrigated cotton-producing county usable response rate. The survey resulted in 107 usable responses from irrigated cotton farms.

Among the respondents, 97% were male, 44% completed some college or undergraduate degree, and 24% had high school or less level of education. The average years of farming experience was 32.

The total market value of assets in the farming operation was $2,000,000 to $4,999,999 for 36% of the respondents, 20% had $1,000,000 to $1,999,999, and 17% had $500,000 to $999,999. There was considerable heterogeneity among the respondents about borrowed funds percentage, percentage of non-farm income, and acres of irrigated and non-irrigated cotton. On average, borrowed funds accounted for 53% of total dollars invested in the farm, with a standard deviation of 37%. The non-farm income of the household, on average, was 21% of total income, with a standard deviation of 26%. Irrigated cotton farm acres averaged 439 acres with a standard deviation of 626 acres.

Only 28% of the respondents anticipated purchasing SL coverage in 2015. USDA-RMA data subsequently showed approximately 11% of cotton producers in Texas purchased SL insurance coverage in 2015. Of the 72% of producers who did not anticipate purchasing SL coverage, 75% indicated that the cost was too high relative to expected payouts, and 19% reported they did not...
understand the policy or were uncertain about its benefits. Approximately 28% of the respondents planned to insure at the enterprise unit level.

According to the survey data (Table 1) among irrigated cotton producers, the difference in coverage level from 2014 to 2015 was 0.23, suggesting that, on average, irrigated cotton producers were planning to purchase higher coverage levels in 2015 compared to 2014. However, the t-test shows this change in coverage level between years is not statistically different from a zero. The change in coverage level has a wide range from -20 to 25. Approximately 57% of irrigated cotton producers did not expect to change their coverage level, whereas 26% planned to increase their coverage level from 2014 to 2015. For comparison, the coverage level difference for non-irrigated producers was -0.48, suggesting producers decreased their coverage level. This is consistent with our expectation that coverage levels would diverge based on production practice. Again, the unconditional change is not different from zero.

Insurance agents were the primary source of crop insurance information for 88% of the irrigated cotton producers. The insurance agent was most likely to advise a policy for which the agent is more knowledgeable and comfortable. Thus, insurance agents are a significant factor in producers’ participation in new programs. Approximately 73% of irrigated cotton producers bought revenue protection in 2014. Approximately 28% of irrigated cotton producers intended to take SL insurance in 2015, of which 5% and 23% planned to take SCO and STAX, respectively.

The results of OLS regression estimation on the difference in coverage level due to new farm policies focusing on irrigated cotton are shown in Table 2. Given the cross-sectional nature of the data, a 0.29 $R^2$ value is considered acceptable model performance. Except for the additional SL insurance variable parameter estimate, all parameters are statistically significant at the 10% level or better.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the variables used in the analysis for irrigated farm operators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Names</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated coverage level difference (2015-2014)</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-irrigated coverage level difference (2015-2014)</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Irrigated cotton acres</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>34.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy revenue protection 2014</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy enterprise unit</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected price in cents</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>63.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected irrigated yield in bales</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy shallow loss</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy insurance agent</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-farm income %</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Ordinary least square (OLS) regression estimates for the difference in coverage level between 2015 and 2014 for irrigated cotton farms

| Variable Names                              | Estimate | Standard Error | t Value | Approx. Pr > |t| |
|---------------------------------------------|----------|----------------|---------|--------------|
| Intercept                                   | 35.09    | 11.20          | 3.13    | 0.0023***    |
| % of irrigated cotton acres                 | 0.04     | 0.025          | 1.79    | 0.0773*      |
| Dummy revenue protection 2014               | -2.49    | 1.31           | -1.89   | 0.0614*      |
| Dummy enterprise unit                        | -5.06    | 1.31           | -3.85   | 0.0002***    |
| Expected price                              | -0.38    | 0.16           | -2.37   | 0.0201**     |
| Expected irrigated yield bales              | -2.58    | 0.87           | -2.98   | 0.0037***    |
| Dummy shallow loss insurance                | 0.79     | 1.26           | 0.63    | 0.5318       |
| Dummy insurance agent                       | -4.34    | 1.99           | -2.17   | 0.0323**     |
| Non-farm income %                           | 0.05     | 0.02           | 2.06    | 0.0424**     |

* Significant level: ***< 0.01, **< 0.05, *< 0.1

480 pounds = 1 bale; N = 99
The magnitude of the estimate on the SL variable is large relative to the mean change in coverage level, but not statistically significant. Thus, it appears that SL products did not significantly alter producers’ CCIP coverage level decisions, at least initially. The SL insurance variable is not significant, which could be due to lower participation in the program. Participation in the SL program could result in cotton producers purchasing lower levels of CCIP coverage. If they chose to purchase SL, there would have been a gap in coverage between their CCIP and the lower bound coverage level of SL, which could induce some producers to increase coverage levels to close that gap. This could occur when a producer chooses STAX as SL insurance. Again, the result was not statically significant, but it does point to a potential behavioral change that warrants more research.

The signs on the parameters for a percentage of irrigated cotton acres in 2015 and non-farm income percentage indicate that an increase in those variables is associated with a higher 2015 coverage level relative to 2014. For a one percentage point increase in non-farm income, there is an associated 0.04 percentage point increase in the 2015 coverage level, provided all other variables remain the same. This result suggests that non-farm income has a small relative effect on the change in coverage level. Similarly, with a one-unit increase in the proportion of irrigated cotton acres, there is an associated 0.04 percentage point increase in the 2015 coverage level, provided all other variables remain the same. This suggests a statistically significant result but relatively small numerical impact. Nevertheless, it does provide evidence that the breakout by production practices did result in coverage level adjustments.

The signs on the parameter estimates for revenue protection as an insurance choice in 2014, choice of enterprise unit insurance in 2015, expected crop price for 2015, expected farm irrigated yield for 2015, and insurance agent as their primary source of information about crop insurance are all negative. The parameter estimates of these variables are marginal, indicating a decrease in coverage level in 2015 relative to 2014. Producers making any one of the following decisions of choosing revenue insurance products, enrolling in enterprise unit policy, increasing their expected yield, or relying on an agent for their insurance decision, result in decrease coverage level choice.

Other things equal, insurance agents as a source of insurance information were associated with a 4.34 percentage point decrease in coverage level in 2015. This result indicates insurance agents encouraged a reduction in coverage levels between years. Two events were occurring simultaneously. First, with winter rain the cotton production regions of Texas were recovering from significant drought. Producers (and agents) could have expected a good crop and lowered coverage levels to lower insurance costs given the relatively fragile financial state of many farms at that time. Second, yield exclusion (YE) was offered to producers. YE is a policy instrument that allows producers to exclude annual observations on yield from their 10-year actual production history provided their county met certain yield event provisions (lower than 50% of the county 10-year average). This allows producers to increase their coverage guarantee, which also raised insurance costs. However, a producer could potentially lower their coverage level on the new increased yield guarantee and cover the same number of pounds of production as in prior years but at a lower cost. So, the coverage level reduction provided the same number of dollars of revenue guarantee at a lower cost (higher premium subsidy). (Because the final rules were not available prior to this survey, we did not collect data on whether a producer was using the YE option.) These two possibilities could not be disentangle based on our data, but on average, producers that relied on agents for their information decreased their coverage levels between years.

A one-cent increase in the expected price of cotton in 2015 or one-bale increase in the expected yield of irrigated cotton in 2015 would decrease coverage level by 0.38 and 2.58 percentage points, respectively. Producers purchase insurance products to protect themselves from downside risk. When they expect lower prices or yields, they might purchase higher coverage levels and vice versa.

**DISCUSSION**

In 2014, cotton producers had to combine their insurance for both non-irrigated and irrigated acres. In this study for 2015 insurance choice, we asked producers to separate their insurance choice and coverage level. In 2015, producers had the advantage of choosing separate insurance and coverage levels for irrigated and non-irrigated cotton. Reliance on weather makes yield per acre of non-irrigated cotton farm have higher variance, whereas irrigated cotton has higher average yields and lower yield risk (lower variance). According to the survey, differences in
coverage level between 2015 and 2014 were 0.23 for irrigated cotton (non-irrigated was -0.48), indicating an increase in coverage level in 2015 relative to 2014 (decrease in non-irrigated). This suggests that producers preferred to have higher coverage levels on irrigated cotton compared with the blended single coverage levels, on average. This effect is further reinforced by the impact of the irrigated share in total acres. Irrigated acres were insured at a higher coverage level, but as the proportion of irrigated acres on the farm increased, the coverage level on the irrigated acres rose as well. Irrigated cotton producers decreased their coverage level in 2015 when they increased the percentage of irrigated cotton acres, non-farm income percentage, choice of revenue protection in 2014, choice of enterprise unit in 2015, and choice of an insurance agent as their primary source of insurance information.

From our survey results, producers who have higher non-farm income have higher disposable income, and most producers were willing to take a risk. These results suggest that an increase in non-farm income increases the producer’s ability to purchase a higher coverage level. However, the parameter estimate is small and does not have much impact on coverage level change. Cotton producers decided their coverage level by considering various factors including information provided by insurance agents. Insurance agents are the last person the producers talk to before making the insurance decision. Producers have a long-term relationship with agents suggesting a strong influence on insurance decisions. This relation is critical in the implementation of new programs.

For participation in a SL insurance policy, the parameter estimate was not significant. This suggests the policy does not have a significant effect on producer choice of insurance product and coverage level. The survey revealed that most producers either did not understand or thought benefits were not enough for them to enroll in the SL insurance product, which could explain the low participation.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

As the results suggested, some factors are guiding irrigated cotton producers to decrease their coverage level; however, the combined impact from the model suggested that producers increased coverage levels in 2015 relative to 2014. The introduction of SL insurance policies (SCO or STAX), and the ability to separate crop insurance by practice and type has had a significant impact on risk-management strategies for cotton producers. The distinct insurance policies for irrigated and non-irrigated cotton have made it more attractive for producers to take enterprise unit insurance. Higher subsidies could guide producers towards choosing enterprise unit insurance, however, this might discourage producers to purchase SL coverage. Participation in SL insurance programs is low and does not significantly influence CCIP coverage level choice. This could be due to asymmetric knowledge between producers and insurance agents and both agreeing not to change CCIP coverage level in that instance. The influence of insurance agents is critical in implementing any new program. The results suggest that insurance agents can have a significant influence on changing CCIP coverage level and agent involvement while designing and implementing an insurance program would contribute to program success.

The limitation of this study is its inability to differentiate the choice of coverage level either due to weather effect or policy change. This study represents a snapshot in time and results based on a survey might not accurately reflect the producer’s actual decision. Further study is needed to understand the broader impact on the decision-making process and behavior of cotton producers from these new policies. There should be more in-depth study regarding the relationship between insurance agents and producers, which could give more insight regarding implementation and awareness about new programs. This study looks at factors affecting the difference in coverage level due to the new policies. The next step is to identify the factors influencing the choice of SL insurance and the influence of insurance agents in the producer’s insurance decision-making process.
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APPENDIX

Please ignore this questionnaire if you are not a cotton farm operator.

Section 1: Basic Information

Q1. In what County are most of your cropland acres located? 

Q2. Gender: □ Male □ Female

Q3.1. In 2015, how many Total acres of cropland do you expect to farm? [Include all acres you expect to farm whether owned or leased] 

Q3.2. In 2015, how many of the acres do you expect to plant in irrigated cotton? [If you don’t expect to grow irrigated cotton enter 0.] 

Q3.3. In 2015, how many of the acres do you expect to plant in dry land cotton? [If you don’t expect to grow dry land cotton enter 0.]
Section 2: Farm Irrigated Cotton Yields for a Unit

Do you expect to grow irrigated cotton? Yes -> Continue  No -> Go to Section 3
Choose a typical Irrigated Cotton Farm Unit to answer the following question.
The following questions are about the yield you would expect on your typical farm-level irrigated cotton unit in 2015.

Q2.1. What yield do you consider most likely for this unit in 2015? (This is the yield you would give if someone asked you “what do you expect the pivot irrigated cotton yield to be on this unit” and you could give only one number.)

____________ Pounds per acre

Q2.2. What yield do you consider a low yield for this unit in 2015? (You expect the pivot irrigated cotton yield to go below this yield in only 1 out of 10 years or only about a 10% chance of the yield being below this level)

____________ Pounds per acre

Q2.3. What yield do you consider a high yield for this unit in 2015? (You expect the pivot irrigated cotton yield to go above this yield in only 1 out of 10 years or only about a 10% chance of the yield being above this level)

____________ Pounds per acre

County-level Irrigated Cotton Yield

The following questions are about the 2015 county yield you would expect on irrigated cotton in the county where most of your farmland is located.

Q2.4. What yield do you consider most likely for irrigated cotton in this county in 2015? [This is the yield you would give if someone asked you “what do you expect the irrigated cotton yield to be for this county” and you could give only one number.]

____________ Pounds per acre

Q2.5. What yield do you consider a low irrigated yield for this county in 2015? (You expect the irrigated county cotton yield to go below this yield in only 1 out of 10 years or only about a 10% chance of the yield being below this level)

____________ Pounds per acre

Q2.6. What yield do you consider a high irrigated yield for this county in 2015? (You expect the irrigated county cotton yield to go above this yield in only 1 out of 10 years or only about a 10% chance of the yield being above this level)

____________ Pounds per acre

Relationship between your farm-level and county-level yields for irrigated cotton

Consider the relationship between irrigated cotton yields on your farm level unit and the county. Specifically think about how the two yields go up and down in different types of weather years.

Q2.7. How would you characterize the relationship between your farm-level yield for the unit and the county-level yield for irrigated cotton? (Check one)

□ WHEN THE COUNTY IRRIGATED COTTON YIELD IS HIGH MY FARM-LEVEL IRRIGATED COTTON YIELD IS:
  □ Almost always high.
  □ Often high.
  □ No more likely to be high than low.
  □ Often low.
  □ Almost always low.

Section 3: Farm Dry Land Cotton Yields for a Unit

Do you expect to grow dry land cotton? Yes -> Continue  No -> Go to section 4
Choose a typical dry land Cotton Farm Unit to answer the following question.
The following questions are about the yield you would expect on your farm-level dry land cotton unit in 2015.

Q3.1. What yield do you consider most likely for this unit in 2015? (This is the yield you would give if someone asked you “what do you expect the dry land cotton yield to be on this unit” and you could give only one number.)

____________ Pounds per acre

Q3.2. What yield do you consider a low yield for this unit in 2015? (You expect the dry land cotton yield to go below this yield in only 1 out of 10 years or only about a 10% chance of the yield being below this level)

____________ Pounds per acre

Q3.3. What yield do you consider a high yield for this unit in 2015? (You expect the dry land cotton yield to go above this yield in only 1 out of 10 years or only about a 10% chance of the yield being above this level)

____________ Pounds per acre
County-level dry land cotton yield

The following questions are about the 2015 county yield you would expect on dry land cotton in the county where most of your farmland is located?

Q3.4. What yield do you consider most likely dry land yield for cotton in this county in 2015? (This is the yield you would give if someone asked you “what do you expect the dry land cotton yield to be for this county” and you could give only one number.)

__________ Pounds per acre

Q3.5. What yield do you consider a low dry land yield for this county in 2015? (You expect the dry land county cotton yield to go below this yield in only 1 out of 10 years or only about a 10% chance of the yield being below this level)

__________ Pounds per acre

Q3.6. What yield do you consider a high dry land yield for this county in 2015? (You expect the dry land county cotton yield to go above this yield in only 1 out of 10 years or only about a 10% chance of the yield being above this level)

__________ Pounds per acre

Relationship between your farm-level and county-level yields for dry land cotton

Consider the relationship between dry land yields on your farm and the county. Specifically think about how the two yields go up and down in different types of weather years.

Q3.7. How would you characterize the relationship between your farm-level yield on the unit and the county-level yield for dry land cotton? (Check one)

□ Almost always high.
□ Often high.
□ No more likely to be high than low.
□ Often low.
□ Almost always low.

Section 4: Relation Between Irrigated And Dry Land Cotton Yield

Do you grow both dry land and irrigated cotton? Yes -> Continue  No -> Go to Section 5

Relationship between your farm-level irrigated cotton yield and farm-level dry land cotton yield

Consider the relationship between irrigated and dry land cotton yields on your farm. Specifically think about how the two yields go up and down in different types of weather years.

Q4.1. How would you characterize the relationship between your farm-level yields on the unit for irrigated and dry land cotton? (Check one)

□ Almost always high.
□ Often high.
□ No more likely to be high than low.
□ Often low.
□ Almost always low.

Relationship between your farm-level irrigated cotton yield and the county-level dry land cotton yield

Consider the relationship between your farm-level irrigated cotton yields and the county-level dry land cotton yields. Specifically think about how the two yields go up and down in different types of weather years.

Q4.2. How would you characterize the relationship between your farm-level irrigated cotton yield on the unit and the county-level dry land cotton yield? (Check one)

□ Almost always high.
□ Often high.
□ No more likely to be high than low.
□ Often low.
□ Almost always low.

Relationship between your farm-level dry land cotton yield and the county-level irrigated cotton yield

Consider the relationship between your farm-level dry land cotton yields and the county-level irrigated cotton yields. Specifically think about how the two yields go up and down in different types of weather years.

Q4.3. How would you characterize the relationship between your farm-level dry land cotton yield on the unit and the county-level irrigated cotton yield? (Check one)
WHEN THE COUNTY IRRIGATED COTTON YIELD IS HIGH MY FARM-LEVEL DRY LAND COTTON YIELD IS:

□ Almost always high.
□ Often high.
□ No more likely to be high than low.
□ Often low.
□ Almost always low.

**Relationship between the farm-level dry land cotton yield and county-level irrigated cotton yield**

Consider the relationship between your irrigated cotton yields and dry land cotton yields in your county. Specifically think about how the two yields go up and down in different types of weather years.

Q4.4. How would you characterize the relationship between the irrigated cotton yield and dry land cotton yield on your county? (Check one)

WHEN THE COUNTY IRRIGATED COTTON YIELD IS HIGH MY COUNTY DRY LAND COTTON YIELD IS:

□ Almost always high.
□ Often high.
□ No more likely to be high than low.
□ Often low.
□ Almost always low.

**Section 5: Price Expectation Question**

We need your opinion regarding possible price during the month you will harvest your cotton this year.

Q5.1. What do you expect the most likely harvest time price will be?  ____________ cents per pound

Q5.2. What harvest price would you consider to be the low price that you have about a 10% chance of your price falling below in 2015?  ____________ cents per pound

Q5.3. What harvest price would you consider to be the high price that you have about a 10% chance of your price falling above in 2015?  ____________ cents per pound

Q5.4. What do you expect the most likely Insurance Guarantee Price (Projected Price) for cotton in 2015?  ____________ cents per pound

**Section 6: 2014 Insurance information**

Q6.1. In 2014, did you purchase a federal crop insurance policy on cotton?  □ Yes -> Continue  □ No -> Go to Section 7

Q6.2. In 2014, what insurance product did you purchase for your cotton crop?  
(On following underlying policies, Check One as appropriate)
□ Yield Protection (YP)
□ Revenue Protection (RP)
(On this Insurance highest of either insurance guarantee price (projected price) or harvest price is used)
□ Revenue Protection with Harvest Price Exclusion (RP-HPE)
(On this Insurance only insurance guarantee price (projected price) is used)
□ Area Yield Protection (AYP)
□ Area Revenue Protection (ARP)
(On this Insurance highest of either insurance guarantee price (projected price) or harvest price is used)
□ Area Revenue Protection with Harvest Price Exclusion (ARP-HPE)
(On this Insurance only insurance guarantee price (projected price) is used)

Q6.3. In 2014, what Coverage Level did you choose for the above indicated insurance plan?  
(Check one as appropriate)
□ CAT
□ 50%
□ 55%
□ 60%
□ 65%
□ 70%
□ 75%
□ 80%
□ 85%
□ 90%

**Section 7: 2015 Insurance for Irrigated cotton**

If you grow Irrigated cotton, do you expect to buy insurance for your irrigated cotton in 2015?  
Yes -> Continue  No -> Go to Section 8
Q7.1. For 2015, what insurance product do you expect to purchase for irrigated cotton? (On following underlying policies, Check One as appropriate)

- □ Yield Protection (YP)
- □ Revenue Protection (RP)
  (On this Insurance highest of either insurance guarantee price (projected price) or harvest price is used)
- □ Revenue Protection with Harvest Price Exclusion (RP-HPE)
  (On this Insurance only insurance guarantee price (projected price) is used)
- □ Area Yield Protection (AYP)
- □ Area Revenue Protection (ARP)
  (On this Insurance highest of either insurance guarantee price (projected price) or harvest price is used)
- □ Area Revenue Protection with Harvest Price Exclusion (ARP-HPE)
  (On this Insurance only insurance guarantee price (projected price) is used)

Q7.2. For 2015, what is the coverage level (%) you expect to choose for this insurance plan for irrigated cotton? (Check one as appropriate)

- □ CAT
- □ 50%
- □ 55%
- □ 60%
- □ 65%
- □ 70%
- □ 75%
- □ 80%
- □ 85%
- □ 90%

New Insurance policies for Irrigated Cotton

Q7.3. For 2015, Are you planning to take an additional new insurance policy other than above policy? (If you have Area Risk Insurance Protection, you cannot take SCO Endorsement.)

- □ SCO Endorsement -> Go to Question 7.4
- □ STAX-RP -> Continue
- □ STAX-RP-HPE -> Continue
- □ None -> Go to Question 7.4

Q7.3.1. For 2015, what is the coverage level (%) you expect to choose in STAX policy for irrigated cotton?

In STAX policy, coverage level is between 90% - 70%, without coverage overlap with underling policy insurance. The coverage range could be maximum of 20% and minimum of 5% between those intervals.

Please check one your expected coverage range among 10 possible choices below.

- □ 90% to 85%
- □ 90% to 80%
- □ 90% to 75%
- □ 90% to 70%
- □ 85% to 80%
- □ 85% to 75%
- □ 85% to 70%
- □ 80% to 75%
- □ 80% to 70%
- □ 75% to 70%

Q7.3.2. For 2015, what is the Protection Factor nearest the one that you expect to choose for STAX coverage on irrigated cotton? (Check one)

- □ 0.8
- □ 0.9
- □ 1.0
- □ 1.1
- □ 1.2

Q7.4. Is the Insurance Policy you choose above recommended by your Insurance Agent for 2015? □ Yes □ No

Section 8: 2015 Insurance for Dry land cotton

If you grow Dry land cotton, do you expect to buy insurance for your dry land cotton in 2015?

Yes -> Continue  No -> Go to Section 9
2015 insurance for Dry land cotton

Q8.1. For 2015, what insurance product do you expect to purchase for Dry land cotton? (On following underlying policies, Check One as appropriate)
- □ Yield Protection (YP)
- □ Revenue Protection (RP)
  (On this Insurance highest of either insurance guarantee price (projected price) or harvest price is used)
- □ Revenue Protection with Harvest Price Exclusion (RP-HPE)
  (On this Insurance only insurance guarantee price (projected price) is used)
- □ Area Yield Protection (AYP)
- □ Area Revenue Protection (ARP)
  (On this Insurance highest of either insurance guarantee price (projected price) or harvest price is used)
- □ Area Revenue Protection with Harvest Price Exclusion (ARP-HPE)
  (On this Insurance only insurance guarantee price (projected price) is used)

Q8.2. For 2015, what is the coverage level (%) you expect to choose for this insurance plan for Dry land cotton? (Check one as appropriate)
- □ CAT
- □ 50%
- □ 55%
- □ 60%
- □ 65%
- □ 70%
- □ 75%
- □ 80%
- □ 85%
- □ 90%

New Insurance policies for Dry land Cotton

Q8.3. Are you planning to take an additional new insurance policy other than above policy? (If you have Area Risk Insurance Protection, you cannot take SCO Endorsement.)
- □ SCO Endorsement -> Go to Question 8.4
- □ STAX-RP -> Continue
- □ STAX-RP-HPE -> Continue
- □ None -> Go to Question 8.4

Q8.3.1. For 2015, what is the coverage level (%) you expect to choose in STAX policy for Dry Land cotton? In STAX policy, coverage level is between 90% - 70%, without coverage overlap with underling policy insurance. The coverage range could be maximum of 20% and minimum of 5% between those intervals. Please check one your expected coverage range among 10 possible choices below.
- □ 90% to 85%
- □ 90% to 80%
- □ 90% to 75%
- □ 90% to 70%
- □ 85% to 80%
- □ 85% to 75%
- □ 85% to 70%
- □ 80% to 75%
- □ 80% to 70%
- □ 75% to 70%

Q8.3.2. For 2015, what is the Protection Factor nearest the one that you expect to choose for STAX coverage on Dry Land cotton? (Check one)
- □ 0.8
- □ 0.9
- □ 1.0
- □ 1.1
- □ 1.2

Q8.4. Is the Insurance Policy you choose above recommended by your Insurance Agent for 2015? □ Yes □ No

Section 9: Other Insurance Policy Question

Q9.1. If you do not plan to choose either SCO endorsement or STAX for 2015 cotton, what is the most likely reasons for not buy it? (Choose one)
□ Don’t understand the policy or Uncertain about its benefits (May be next year (2016))
□ Cost is too high relative to expected pay-outs
□ Others (Specify) __________________

Q9.2. Do you plan to take enterprise unit insurance policy for 2015 cotton crop?  □ YES  □ NO

Q9.3. What are the primary sources of information about Crop Insurance Policy, for your crop insurance decision? (PLEASE Choose the top three in rank order, 1- high and 3 low source of information)
□ FSA office
□ Insurance Agent
□ Extension office or farm agency
□ Online Sources
□ Private Contacts
□ None
□ Others (Specify) __________________

Q9.4. Have you taken or plan to take SCO Endorsement insurance policy for crops other than cotton?  □ YES  □ NO

Section 10: Other information

Attitudes toward risk taking
Q10.1. Relative to other farmers, how would you describe your willingness to accept risk in your farm business?

1 2 3 4 5
1 Much less willing      5 Much more willing

Q10.2. In what range would you place the total market value of the assets in your farming operation? (Include the value of land you own, machinery, equipment, and all other farm assets you own. Don’t include leased land or equipment. Don’t report “book value”)
□ Less than $499,999
□ $500,000 to $999,999
□ $1,000,000 to $1,999,999
□ $2,000,000 to $4,999,999
□ $5,000,000 or more

Q10.3. What is your approximate household percentage of income from non-farm sources? _______________%(percentage)

Q10.4. What approximate percentage of the total dollars invested in your operation are borrowed? _______________%(percentage)

General
Q10.5. What is the Highest level of formal Education you have completed?
□ Less than high school or High school level
□ Some college level or Undergraduate degree
□ Graduate or professional degree

Q10.6. For how many years you have been farming? _________

Thank you for taking time to complete this questionnaire. Please return the questionnaire in the postage paid envelope available in this package. If you have any questions about the survey please don’t hesitated to ask us. Thank you.